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The desire of an international tourist Is to see places of importance and interest in all the countries
throughout the world and understanding the culture of people in different countries and also for
participating in entertainments available in such places and all International tour packages take care
of this aspect.

Popular travel agents offer a variety of International tours, which a tourist can conveniently avail
than troubling oneself following various formalities involved in travel arrangements and spending
time on finding the right flights, right hotels or the right season for the competitive buying.

Almost in all  international tour packages, Switzerland finds a place since the snow clad Switzerland
is always an attractive place for the holiday lovers and every city  in Switzerland has some unique
feature or the other.

Zurich City of Switzerland is at the centre of Europe, situated in the northern shores of Lake Zurich,
with variety of leisure activities going around and it is a place quick to reach by train, by air or by
road.  Apart from offering many entertainments in a number of clubs,  Zurich is home for 50
museums, 14 of it confining to art, particularly Kunsthaus Zurich which has a collection of Paintings,
sculptures, photographs and videos all together.

The other attractions to be seen in Zurich during an international package are

â€¢Zurich Zoo of 11000 square metre ecosystem hall with hundreds of plant and animal species,

â€¢Reitberg Museum containing art items from other countries, particularly India, China and Africa

â€¢Bahnhoftstrasse, a street selling boutiques, department stores and street cafes

â€¢Old town with its art galleries, antique and book shops

Likewise, the other cities in Switzerland are having many interesting features that a tourist would
admire during an International tour.

The price of   International tour packages offered by Travel agents, which generally include
Switzerland will cover the following expenses:

â€¢Air fare for the entire passage

â€¢Airport taxes

â€¢Visa expenses in the intermediary countries

â€¢Travel insurance for the entire tour period

â€¢Hotel accommodation

The International tour packages will also  cover bed and breakfast at every station, however, lunch
and dinner expenses will have to be borne by the tourist. In many packages, they exclude the local
tour expenses and airport taxes.
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A tourist can also organise oneâ€™s own  International tour, by taking flight tickets directly to each of the
International cities and book  hotel accommodation in places of visit, apart from purchasing local
tour packages .
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